The Effects of Combining Repeated Reading with Reading Mastery on First Graders’ Oral Reading Fluency

Abstract: The present study replicates and extends the work of Frankhauser, Tso, and Martella (2001) using 6 first-grade students in a multiple baseline design across participants to determine if the addition of three repeated readings following Reading Mastery I and II (Engelmann & Bruner, 1995) lessons improves student fluency beyond that expected within the programs. Students exhibited increased fluency during repeated reading, but these fluency levels were not consistently greater than those attained with Reading Mastery alone. The fluency gains did not generalize to other Reading Mastery passages, and the repeated reading intervention did not consistently reduce the number of rereadings required for students to meet Reading Mastery checkout criteria. Reading Mastery provides sufficient opportunity to develop fluency without the need for a supplemental repeated reading intervention.

The five essential components for effective reading instruction include phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and text comprehension (National Institute of Child Health and Human Development [NICHD], 2000). Fluency involves behavior that is “flowing, effortless, well-practiced, and accurate” (Johnson & Layng, 1996, p. 281). Fluent oral reading is accurate, automatic, and includes appropriate expression (Rasinski, 2004). Despite being an essential component of effective reading instruction, educators often neglect reading fluency when teaching reading (Allington, 1983; Rasinski, 2006). However, educators can no longer neglect oral reading fluency because reading initiatives such as the Reading First Program require fluency instruction (Rasinski, 2006). When addressing the need for fluency instruction as part of reading instruction, some educators use reading programs such as Reading Mastery (Engelmann & Bruner, 1995) that include a fluency component built into the curriculum. Other educators use techniques such as repeated reading to address fluency. This study investigates how adding repeated reading to Reading Mastery impacts the oral reading fluency of first-grade students.

The importance of reading fluency to overall reading skill emerged from automaticity theory that states that when oral reading is fluent, working memory is available for comprehension of text (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Samuels, 2002). Several researchers investigating the relationship between reading fluency and comprehension report that readers with better oral reading fluency have superior comprehension of text (e.g., NICHD, 2000; Pinnell et al., 1995). The link between fluency and comprehension surpasses the passage level and extends to later reading. Measures of oral reading fluency in
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Grades 1 and 2 predict Grade 5 accuracy and comprehension in reading (Breznitz, 1997). Not only is there an association between fluency and reading comprehension, there is empirical evidence linking better fluency to higher overall reading achievement (NICHD; Pinnell et al.).

The important role that fluency plays in both comprehension and achievement suggests that educators need to intervene to help students increase their reading fluency. The National Reading Panel, after reviewing research on interventions aimed at increasing oral reading fluency, determined that guided oral reading procedures improve both reading fluency and overall reading achievement (NICHD, 2000). They report that repeated reading, a guided oral reading procedure common in research and practice, is one of the interventions found to increase fluency. Like fluency development in music and sports, fluency in reading develops with repeated practice of isolated skills until those skills occur automatically. In order for beginning readers to reach automatic levels in passage reading, they may have to read the passage several times. Effective repeated reading interventions include opportunities for practice along with guidance and feedback (Osborn & Lehr, 2003). Repeated reading can occur in many contexts including individually, with peers, with teachers, or even with an audiotape recorder. In addition, a repeated reading intervention can supplement general reading texts currently in use (Osborn & Lehr).

When using repeated reading to increase oral reading fluency, readers find their fluency increases as they read the passage additional times. Empirical evidence supports claims that a repeated reading intervention improves the fluency of diverse readers. Students reading texts at both instructional and mastery levels can make gains in fluency using repeated reading (Sindelar, Monda, & O'Shea, 1990). Students with or without disabilities also can reap benefits from repeated reading interventions (NICHD, 2000). The National Reading Panel found that students in Grades 2 through 4 showed increased fluency using repeated reading. Despite the research on the importance of increasing the reading fluency of students in Grades 2 through 4, researchers have focused less on the use of repeated reading to increase the oral reading fluency of first-grade students who are still in the acquisition stage of reading. However, in one study examining the use of repeated reading with first-grade students who were at risk, the students showed improved accuracy, fluency, and self-correction behaviors following the repeated reading intervention (Turpie & Paratore, 1995).

While it is important to increase fluency on specific passages so that comprehension for those passages increases, it also is important to increase overall reading fluency to facilitate comprehension of passages read only once. The goal of repeated reading is to generalize fluency to passages read for the first time (unpracticed passages). Using repeated reading, some researchers have not found generalization of fluency gains to unpracticed passages (Rashotte & Torgesen, 1985; Reutzel & Hollingsworth, 1993), whereas others have reported generalization of fluency to unpracticed passages (Daly, Bonfiglio, Mattson, Persampieri, & Foreman-Yates, 2005; Dowhower, 1987; Samuels, 1979; Weinstein & Cooke, 1992). Various attributes of both the readers and the passages may play roles in the generalization of fluency.

Although students can build fluency by reading passages repeatedly from any basal reader or content area text, it is important to examine the effect of repeated reading in conjunction with a reading program such as Reading Mastery (Engelmann & Bruner, 1995) that already includes a fluency component. Reading Mastery is a research-based, systematic, Direct Instruction program teaching beginning readers to learn to read and teaching more advanced readers to read to learn. In Reading
Mastery I, beginning readers learn prereading and basic decoding skills. Once students' decoding skills enable them to read connected text, Reading Mastery I includes a story at the end of each lesson. Students continually learn new decoding skills and then use those skills in combination with skills they mastered in previous lessons. Approximately every five lessons, students reread the lesson's story individually attempting to meet a required fluency level. Reading Mastery calls this a reading checkout. In order to continue to the next lesson, the reader must read this checkout story both quickly and accurately as defined in the program. The rate and accuracy goals for checkout stories steadily increase over lessons so that students completing Reading Mastery I will read 35 words correctly per minute and students completing Reading Mastery II will read 90 words correctly per minute (Engelmann & Bruner).

Frankhauser, Tso, and Martella (2001) investigated whether adding a 1-min reading of each Reading Mastery story would improve student fluency on the reading checkouts. They found that students' fluency did not improve beyond the fluency already achieved within the program itself. From their research, they concluded that Reading Mastery is sufficient in building reading fluency and that no additional fluency intervention is necessary. While it is clear from the increasing checkout criteria that Reading Mastery builds student fluency, more intense additional intervention might improve the fluency faster or beyond that of the program. Frankhauser et al. used only one extra 1-min read as the intervention. Studies revealing successful fluency gains used multiple repeated readings to increase reading fluency (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; O'Shea, Sindelar, & O'Shea, 1985). In one study comparing one, three, and seven repeated readings, the researchers found that third graders who completed either three or seven repeated readings demonstrated increased fluency and comprehension (O'Shea et al.). The optimal gains in fluency and comprehension were for the group completing three repeated readings.

The purpose of this study was to use a traditional multiple baseline single subject design to extend the research of Frankhauser et al. (2001). We investigated the impact of three repeated readings in conjunction with Reading Mastery I and II on student oral reading fluency. Also, we investigated if fluency gains following the addition of three repeated readings generalized to fluency on first reads of passages studied with the teacher during Reading Mastery (practiced passages) and on the first reads of more difficult Reading Mastery passages not yet studied with the teacher (unpracticed passages). Finally, we examined the impact of three repeated readings following each lesson on the number of readings required to meet checkout criteria.

Method

Participants
Six first-grade general education students from a southeastern urban public school participated in this study. Students included 3 African-American females, 2 African-American males, and 1 Hispanic male. We selected these students because they were in the same small group for reading instruction. This group was neither the highest nor the lowest reading group in the first grade. These students received reading instruction through the Reading Mastery I and then the Reading Mastery II curricula. We paired students based on their baseline data as described below.

Setting
Daily reading instruction lasted approximately 2 hrs, 1 hr in the morning and 1 hr in the afternoon. Each hour session included approximately 30 min of Reading Mastery taught by the classroom teacher and approximately 30 min of individual work in Reading Mastery take-home books and other classroom reading.
activities such as listening to books on tape and reading silently. When all time allocated to reading was available and not interrupted by assemblies, testing, or field trips, the students completed one to two Reading Mastery lessons each day.

The teacher was an experienced first-grade teacher who had been trained on the implementation of Reading Mastery and other Direct Instruction programs and who had taught Reading Mastery in previous years. The repeated reading intervention was implemented by graduate research assistants, trained in repeated reading interventions and data collection.

Materials
The classroom teacher taught Reading Mastery daily using all components of the Reading Mastery curriculum package including the teacher presentation book, student storybooks, and student take-home books. During the study, students completed 15 lessons from Reading Mastery I and 26 lessons from Reading Mastery II. An additional five stories from Reading Mastery II were used for generalization. The researchers used a notebook of stories from Reading Mastery typed as presented to the students in their texts, as well as individual charts and graphs to monitor student progress of words read correctly per minute and errors per minute. The researchers used an audiotape recorder and tapes to record each reading for future interobserver agreement calculations, a timer to monitor the amount of time students used during each read, and a calculator to determine the number of correct words the student read per minute.

Design and Dependent Measures
We used a single-subject multiple baseline across participants design to investigate the effectiveness of adding three repeated readings to the Reading Mastery I and II programs (Alberto & Troutman, 2006). This design allowed for differentiation of progress made in fluency because of explicit Direct Instruction and progress made in fluency because of the addition of repeated readings. During baseline, students read the lesson’s passage one time. During the repeated reading intervention, students read the lesson’s passage three times in repetition. In both conditions, the reading occurred after students read the story with the teacher as part of the lesson.

The 6 students moved from baseline to the repeated reading intervention in pairs allowing for three comparisons at the end of the study. Students formed pairs based on the stability of baseline data and the direction of data points in baseline. Specifically, the 2 students with the most stable baseline and descending data points after four sessions formed the first pair. Stability for classroom settings where the researcher has little control is suggested as 100% of the scores falling within 50% of the mean (Alberto & Troutman, 2006). Once the first pair made a 20% improvement from their baseline mean correct words per minute (CWPM) to their third read mean CWPM, the next pair of students moved into the repeated reading invention. The 2 students forming this second pair had descending data points and the most stable baseline of those remaining in baseline. The decision rule in case the repeated readings did not increase CWPM by 20% after 10 lessons was to move the next pair into the repeated reading intervention. The second pair did not improve by 20% so the final pair began the repeated reading intervention after the second pair had been in the repeated reading intervention for 10 lessons.

Dependent measures included CWPM and number of rereadings required to meet check-out criteria. The CWPM calculation involved counting the number of words read correctly and dividing that number by the time (in minutes) required to read the passage. As specified in Reading Mastery, errors included misidentifications, self-corrections, omissions following a redirection, sounding out the word instead of reading it as a whole word, and fail-
Word-by-word interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated for 20% of the data points across each condition with agreement sessions randomly distributed across stories and students. IOA was calculated by dividing the total number of agreements by the total number of agreements plus disagreements, then multiplying by 100. Average IOA for all sessions was 99.03%, ranging from 91.38% to 100%.

Procedure
For each session, students participated in a Reading Mastery lesson for approximately 30 min taught as designated in the teacher presentation book. Upon completion of the lesson, the students took turns reading individually to one of the research assistants. The research assistant sat with students away from distractions, prompted students to read, timed the reading, monitored for errors, and supplied immediate feedback on errors during reading. Following each reading, the research assistant calculated CWPM and then assisted students in graphing CWPM on a bar graph. All readings were recorded on an audiotape for interobserver agreement estimates. On the three occasions that the text accompanying the lesson was a list instead of a story, students read the list the appropriate number of times to control for practice, but data were not collected for these nonpassage lessons.

Baseline. Stories for each of the sessions in baseline were stories from noncheckout lessons. The research assistant prompted students with instructions similar to those used in Reading Mastery saying, “Start with the title and read the story carefully the fast way. Go.” Students read the story one time, graphed the CWPM, and returned to their regular classroom activities.

Repeated reading. Stories for each of the repeated reading sessions were stories from noncheckout lessons. The research assistant instructed students using the same prompt as in baseline but did so three times in succession. Students graphed the CWPM on a bar graph after each read of a story. Once students read and graphed three times, they returned to their regular classroom activities.

Checkouts. Approximately every fifth lesson of the Reading Mastery program required an individual reading checkout for a total of eight during the study. The checkouts ensured that students were making proper fluency progress before continuing to the next Reading Mastery lesson. During these sessions, regardless of whether students were in baseline or intervention, they came to the research assistant and completed the checkout procedure as designated in the curriculum. The instructions resembled the instructions from baseline and intervention but also included a portion reminding the students to read the passage within a prescribed time and to make no more than a prescribed number of errors. These time and error requirements varied by lesson and were specified in the teacher presentation book. As students read, the research assistant monitored time and errors. If students did not meet one or both of the checkout criteria, the research assistant told them to practice the story and then try again. When students met checkout criteria, they graphed the correct words read per minute in the successful attempt. The checkout data are not included as sessions in the study because students completed the same checkout procedure regardless of whether they were in baseline or in the repeated reading intervention. Depending on when the students moved to intervention, they completed seven, five, or three of the
eight checkouts while in the repeated reading intervention.

Generalization. In the final portion of the study, the research assistant asked students to read five more difficult passages from Reading Mastery II that had not been read as part of Reading Mastery lessons in class. To select the passages for generalization, the research assistant moved ahead in the Reading Mastery II lessons to the stories the group would be completing in approximately 1 week. The research assistant used the same procedure as in the repeated reading intervention and had students read the five stories. Because students had not read these stories in class, the research assistant used these passages to see if fluency gains from the repeated reading intervention generalized to these unpracticed, more difficult passages.

Results

One purpose of this study was to determine if adding repeated reading to Reading Mastery would improve student fluency. Table 1 shows that each student exhibited increased mean CWPM while completing repeated readings. On average, the CWPM on the third read was higher than the CWPM on the first read during baseline and on the first read during the repeated reading intervention. Gains from first reads during baseline to third reads during repeated reading ranged from an average of 3.93 CWPM to an average of 16.65 CWPM.

| Table 1 |
| Mean Correct Words Read Per Minute (and Ranges) for Students Across Conditions |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Repeated Reading</th>
<th>Generalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KI</td>
<td>122.75</td>
<td>124.90</td>
<td>139.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(101-137)</td>
<td>(93-159)</td>
<td>(106-205)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PH</td>
<td>60.75</td>
<td>57.48</td>
<td>70.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(50-72)</td>
<td>(40-80)</td>
<td>(50-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AL</td>
<td>72.80</td>
<td>72.50</td>
<td>84.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(57-99)</td>
<td>(46-102)</td>
<td>(58-118)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>69.22</td>
<td>65.45</td>
<td>73.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(52-87)</td>
<td>(53-79)</td>
<td>(58-87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>77.55</td>
<td>82.00</td>
<td>94.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(50-109)</td>
<td>(67-100)</td>
<td>(82-104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QU</td>
<td>62.37</td>
<td>62.60</td>
<td>66.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(39-101)</td>
<td>(44-79)</td>
<td>(52-94)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Prior to baseline and repeated reading sessions, students practiced reading the passages during Reading Mastery lessons. Passages for generalization sessions were not practiced during Reading Mastery lessons.
Figure 1
Correct Words Read Per Minute During Baseline and Repeated Reading for All Students

Correct words read per minute (CWPM) for each student for first reads during baseline, first, and third reads during the repeated reading intervention, and first reads during generalization.
Despite the overall gains reported in Table 1, Figure 1 shows overlap in CWPM during baseline and repeated reading for all students. Overall, the addition of three repeated readings to the Reading Mastery I and II programs did not consistently increase student fluency to a level beyond the fluency gains already made in baseline while following program implementation guidelines. However, individual graphs reveal that for the majority of sessions during repeated reading (ranging from 60% to 100%) all students had more CWPM on third reads than on first reads.

A second purpose of this research was to determine if fluency gains would generalize to other passages. Table 1 summarizes student performance on first reads during baseline (practiced passages), first and third reads during repeated reading (practiced passages), and first reads of generalization passages not yet read with the teacher (unpracticed passages). The mean CWPM of first reads of practiced passages during baseline and repeated reading are higher than the mean CWPM of first reads of unpracticed passages in generalization. Reading Mastery instruction resulted in student fluency gains for first reads of passages practiced in class lessons. The repeated reading intervention resulted in improved fluency from first to third reads. Neither of those gains generalized to the unpracticed passages. Generalization also can be examined by looking for improved fluency on successive first reads using practiced passages. During repeated reading, students were more fluent on subsequent first reads than on previous first reads about half of the time (42% to 56%).

A third purpose was to examine the impact of three repeated readings following each lesson on the number of readings required to meet checkout criteria. All students met checkout criteria on or before their third attempt for checkouts during baseline and during the repeated reading intervention. For the 2 students completing seven checkouts during the repeated reading intervention and only one during baseline, it is impossible to compare their baseline and repeated reading checkout performance because one data point does not sufficiently establish baseline performance. Of the remaining 4 students, 1 student (AL) had to read 100% of his baseline checkout passages more than once and only had to read 20% of his repeated reading checkout passages more than once. One student (QU) did not have to reread any checkout passages during baseline and had to reread all during the repeated reading intervention. Two students (AS and GL) required approximately the same proportion of checkout rereadings during baseline and during the repeated reading intervention, with AS not requiring any checkout rereadings during baseline or repeated reading. For all students in this study, unsuccessful checkouts were a result of exceeding the error limit.

**Discussion**

We examined the effects of adding three repeated readings to Reading Mastery I and II on student fluency and performance on checkouts. Students generally read more fluently on third reads than on first reads as shown by the higher mean CWPM on third reads and by the large percentage of passages during repeated reading for which the students read more fluently on the third read compared to the first read. This improvement supports the findings of the National Reading Panel in that repeated reading results in increased fluency (NICHD, 2000). However, the overlap in the data points from baseline and repeated reading indicate that the repeated reading intervention was not a powerful one when used in conjunction with Reading Mastery. Student fluency increased during the repeated reading intervention, but it did not increase at a rate much greater than would be expected using Reading Mastery alone. During each Reading Mastery lesson, students practiced reading sounds and words they would see in the story, took turns reading the story, and answered comprehension questions.
about the story. This explicit and systematic practice clearly improves fluency because increasing fluency levels are required to move through Reading Mastery. The Reading Mastery lessons include opportunities for practice along with guidance and feedback. These are the key components for effective fluency intervention (Osborn & Lehr, 2003). It is clear that students in this study were excelling in their reading fluency with only Reading Mastery instruction because students’ mean CWPM of first reads during baseline was above the target norms for students at the end of first grade (Rasinski, 2004). With such high levels of fluency accompanying Reading Mastery instruction, implementing an intervention such as repeated reading was not necessary.

Following the repeated reading intervention, students read more difficult passages from Reading Mastery II that they had not yet studied with the teacher. An examination of the CWPM on the first reads of those passages revealed that fluency gains made within Reading Mastery and with the repeated reading intervention did not transfer directly to new, more difficult generalization passages. However, students did not read unpracticed passages for this research prior to the repeated reading intervention, so we do not have a comparison of fluency on unpracticed passages before and after the repeated reading intervention.

Researchers finding generalization with repeated reading interventions did not find that students read new passages at the same rate as passages they read repeatedly. Instead, they found that the first read of successive passages had a higher CWPM than the first read of previous passages and that when using a fluency criterion, it took students fewer reads to reach criterion (Samuels, 1979; Weinstein & Cooke, 1992). In the present study, some student graphs revealed slight trends of increasing fluency, but overall only about half of successive first reads during the repeated reading intervention revealed increasing fluency. Approximately the same proportion of successive first reads were more fluent during baseline sessions. Because baseline and the repeated reading intervention show the same pattern of results, the gains are likely an effect of the increasing fluency requirements built into Reading Mastery.

It is difficult to assess generalization of fluency when using the passages from Reading Mastery because those passages steadily increase in difficulty. To show increases in fluency during this study, students’ speed and accuracy would have had to increase while reading more difficult passages. Reading Mastery requires this type of fluency improvement as students must exhibit increased fluency on more difficult passages to continue moving through the curriculum. This type of gradual fluency improvement may be difficult to detect in a short intervention. Generalization of fluency may be more easily found when students’ fluency gains can transfer to passages at the same reading level constructed of previously mastered words and sound patterns (Daly et al., 2005). Future research could investigate generalization with such passages.

On checkout passages, all students met checkout criteria on or before the third attempt with one student meeting checkout criteria on the first attempt of each passage during both baseline and the repeated reading intervention. This finding suggests the fluency component of Reading Mastery is sufficient without the addition of repeated reading. Only 1 of the 4 students with sufficient baseline and repeated reading intervention checkout data completed fewer rereadings of checkout passages during intervention. However, this student was the only student consistently requiring two or three checkouts to reach mastery during baseline. Overall, like Frankhauser et al. (2001) found, including additional reading of noncheckout passages did not result in overall improved student performance on checkouts. Frankhauser et al. used only one
additional read for their repeated reading intervention. In this study, we found that even using the recommended three repeated readings (O'Shea et al., 1985) there was no added value for most students beyond how the students were progressing within Reading Mastery. This finding confirms the sufficiency of fluency practice provided in the programs. If practitioners have students consistently failing to meet checkout criteria, however, repeated reading may be helpful to those few students. Practitioners also may want to consider the reason students do not pass checkouts. After reviewing the checkout readings in the present study, we determined that when students did not meet checkout criteria, it was because students read with more errors than are allowed in Reading Mastery checkouts, but they did not read too slowly. Fluent oral reading is accurate, automatic, and includes appropriate expression (Rasinski, 2004). Educators can focus on specific components of fluency that are lacking in their students.

Although there were many important findings in this investigation, there were several limitations present. First, the intervention only spanned 2 months of the school year, so educators cannot draw conclusions regarding a full implementation of a repeated reading intervention across the entire school year. A longer intervention also would provide more information regarding checkout performance. Second, this research did not include unpracticed passages prior to baseline or intervention. Future research should include unpracticed passages prior to baseline to allow better evaluation of the generalization of fluency. Third, independent consultants visited the classroom to ensure the proper implementation of Reading Mastery, but the research assistant had no control over reading activities that the classroom teacher emphasized after the students completed their Reading Mastery lesson. Some of those activities included reading silently, listening to books on tape, working on reading skills on a computer, coloring, and writing. When students read silently following their lesson, they may have read from a classroom library book or from their Reading Mastery texts, getting more practice than that offered during instruction. This additional practice could contribute to the high levels of fluency already obtained before students completed the repeated reading intervention. While this reading was not a daily occurrence, it could have impacted the results of the study. Finally, although the students should have been at about the same reading level because they were in the same small group for reading instruction, it appears that their levels were quite different. Particularly, KI was reading at a much faster rate than the rest of the group.

At the end of the intervention, the school reading specialist completed a fall placement test for each student and KI placed into a higher-level program even though KI had not completed Reading Mastery II.

It is clear that each student made different gains in fluency with the repeated reading intervention with QU only increasing an average of 3.93 CWPM during repeated reading and AS increasing a much larger average of 16.65 CWPM during repeated reading. Future research should examine the characteristics of students who make fluency gains with repeated reading and compare them with the characteristics of students who do not make fluency gains with repeated reading. In attempts to teach all children to read, teaching methods and interventions should be based on each child’s unique needs. Future research would be helpful in identifying which interventions work best given a profile of student skills.

Overall, it is apparent that both Reading Mastery and repeated reading interventions result in increased reading fluency. However, when paired together, there are only slight fluency gains resulting from the addition of a repeated reading intervention to Reading Mastery. Reading Mastery requires improvements in fluency as it progresses, and the additional time consuming repeated reading
intervention is not necessary for students to read fluently.
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